
Here are a few things that I observed with water rockets at the at the L'Anse Creuse 
Science Olympiad District Event held on March 19th. 

 1.  The guide straw:  Rule - Each rocket must have a piece of straw at least 2 inches in 
length and an inside diameter of 1/4 inch minimum.   

 The guide rod on the launcher is 3/16 inch thick, this leaves only 1/16 on an inch of 
clearance margin for the minimum diameter straws.  This is a slim margin for the straw 
not to rub (friction) the guide rod when the straw is not perfectly parallel with the center 
line of the rocket.  The larger the inside diameter of the guide straw, the less chance 
that there will be for interference with the guide rod. 

 Many rockets were fitted with a straw well in excess of the 2 inch minimum (1 straw 
was in excess of 6 inches and just 1/4 inch diameter).  This is a great source of friction 
with the guide rod if the straw is not straight with the center-line of the rocket. 

 Many of the rockets had their guide straws attached to the Pressurized section of their 
rocket.  The straw will change shape with the bottle as it is pressurized which will 
possible cause a binding friction on the guide rod if there in not sufficient clearance with 
the guide rod.  This is compounded the longer the straw is.  If the guide straw is 
attached to a non flexing portion of the rocket (as high as possible), this will limit both 
the distortion of the straw caused by pressurization and also limit the possible time of 
contact with the guide rod. 

  

2.  The Nose Cone:  Rule - No commercially made rocket components, no parts made 
of glass or metal.  There was a over size problem with 90% of the rocket nose cones.  
With the diameter of the base of the nose cone extending over the outside diameter of 
the rocket, there is a possible interference issue with the guide rod which could put 
pressure on one side of the nose cone and not allow the cone to be straight with the 
center-line of the rocket.  This may cause the nose cone to miss align during the initial 
launch process while rocket clears the launch guide rod.  This may also cause early 
separation of many nose cones and  could influence the flight path.  Each team was 
shown the guide rod pressing on their nose cones and allowed to make adjustments 
(only one team chose to remove their rocket and make an alteration). 

 The one adjustment made was to notch the nose cone.  Then when the team returned 
to the launcher and made it's final nose cone alignment to the rocket prior to 
pressurization, they twisted the nose cone which moved the guide rod out of the notch 
that they just modified. This defeated their alterations.  

 One rocket had an alignment issue with the guide rod caused by an item that was 
attached to the top of the fuselage of the rocket which allowed the nose cone to set on.  
This increased the total diameter of the bottle by 1/2 inch and was in direct line of their 
guide straw witch will clearly include the guide rod while on the launch pad. 



A straight and uninfluenced position of the nose cone is very important to insure that 
there is not an early separation and a straight flight.  The nose cone alignment can be 
easily addressed by notching or drilling a hole at the base of the cone for the guide rod 
to pass through.  Another easy way to address the cone and guide rod interference is to 
not have the outside diameter of the cone extend over the outside of the bottle. 

  

3.  Weight and Drag:  Rule - Laws of Physics  The heavier the rocket the lower the 
shot.  All extra weight and drag adds up and reduces altitude.  The larger and miss 
aligned all protrusions to the rockets will cause extra drag and will influence altitude, 
flight path and may cause early separation for the nose cone.  The kids should be 
introduced to Parasite and Induced Drag to include how each will influence the flight of 
the rocket.  The kids can decide how the building of their rockets can be done to reduce 
both types of drag so that a greater altitude can be obtained.  The lighter the weight, 
and the cleaner the surfaces (the lower the drag) each rocket will increase the altitude 
of the apogee. 

 The air pressure regulator on the launcher will allow no more than 75psi of air into 
each rockets, so the only way to influence the apogee is to limit the weight, limit the 
drag, and determine the most efficient water volume. 

  

4. Parachutes:  Rule - No commercial made rocket components.  Only just a couple 
rockets had their parachutes deploy at apogee.  Deployment at apogee will allow the 
greatest time of parachute influence to the flight.  Kids need to be very careful to keep 
the parachutes dry, many rockets had water drain out of the nose cone as the rocket 
was placed upright on the launcher (the water was spilled while filling).   

I hope some of these observations can help and maybe give some design ideas to the 
kids. 

  

Sincerely, 

Jeff Heibeck 

Higgins Science Olympiad Rocket Coach 

  

  

 


